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Everything is created for a _____________.
You find your purpose in _____________.
God has ____________ in you to walk out your calling.
If you don't like something about yourself Satan will ____________ it.
You behave in a manner ____________ with how you see yourself.
Insecurity is rooted in ______________.
Satan works through fear while God works through ______________.
Anytime you build something you must always build a ______________.
Step 1. Receive God's _____________.
_____________ is developed on the inside and then it will show up on the
outside.
What you ______________ to master in your life will eventually master
you.
Knowing that you're _____________ produces confidence.
_____________ is the one who knows you best, loves you most
Step 2. Get a plan to ______________ God's Word more than ever before.
Be specific about what you allow in your ______________.
Step 3. Guard your ______________ to build your confidence.
You're never going to make lasting change until you change your
_____________.
Think of everyone as ________________.
Think of your _______________ as important.
God needs you full of _______________ in Him and in His Word so you can
fulfill your assignment.
You cannot be full of _______________ and walk out the plan of God for
your life.
Step 4. Becoming an ______________ in a certain area builds confidence.
Step 5. How _______________ are you willing to go in order to fulfill God's
plan for your life?
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Someone in need is waiting on the other side of your ____________.
Step 6. You may have to ______________ some things out of your
____________ to build your confidence.
26. Step 7. You can't build anything unless you have ______________.
27. Step 8. Builders always have a ________________.

ACTION STEPS
• Plan time in your day to get alone with God.
• Schedule time daily to work on an area in your life you're drawn to. All it takes
is 1 hour invested a day for 5 years to become an expert in something you're
drawn to.
• Write down confessions about yourself and begin speaking them over
yourself.

KEY: 1. purpose 2. Christ 3. confidence 4. magnify 5. consistent 6. fear 7. faith 8. foundation 9. love 10. Confidence 11. fail 12. forgiven
13. God 14. hear 15. mind 16. thoughts 17. thinking 18. equal 19. calling 20. confidence 21. insecurities 22. expert 23. far 24. obedience
25. cut, vocabulary 26. balance 27. plan
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